
RENO CONVENTION 2019 

By Fran Schettler 

I’d like to take this opportunity to express my thanks to everyone who assisted us with the Dutch breed 

at the Reno Convention.  The California Dutch Rabbit Club was proud to be your host and Allen and I 

were proud to be your Breed chairs.   

It does indeed take a village to pull together such a large event, not just getting both the Open and 

Youth judging started at the same time and completed in a single day (including fur) but handling the 

booth raffles (we took in a larger than expected amount) (thanks to everyone who donated items and to 

our organizers, Haley Amirsehhi, her mom Stacey and Casey esp. for a larger than expected commitment 

of time with the ticket selling), banquet (a sell out) arrangements by myself and awards by Allen Barr, 

Dutch tokens made by Stacey Amirsehhi and pens donated by Scott W.),  the booth reception (yummy 

margaritas and nachos) (thanks go to Scott Williamson for covering the cost and to Janet White for being 

flexible with last minutes changes and bringing the food), and mining themed booth decorations (hand 

made for the most part by Nicolle and Wayne Cunningham).  Other Cal Dutch members assisted where 

needed including Janeen Hermon and Lynne Newton.   

It took a whole additional village to pull off the judging, so thank you to those from across the country 

who ramrodded, wrote comments, kept the paperwork straight and carried rabbits back and forth.  A 

big call out goes to Janet Bowers and her helpers for handling the sales of the promotional items, the 

scholarship raffle and, biggest task of all, inputting/auditing and printing out the results of the shows as 

quickly as possible since the judging ended just as the showroom was closing and the paperwork had to 

be turned in to the show secretary.  

We all hope that everyone in attendance enjoyed Reno, the nearby airport, beautiful Lake Tahoe, the 

convention center with the entire show in one room, the conveniently located (across the hall) meeting 

rooms, Rabbit Con, the Best In Show ceremony with our own Rick Lehmann as the emcee and Allen Barr 

running most of that production, the excellent hotel facilities at the Atlantis connected by the walkable 

sky bridge and the wide aisles throughout the rabbit area.   

Perhaps we will see you all again in Reno at a future Convention.  I think it’s already being discussed! 

Fran 

 

 


